DEAR FRIENDS AND PARTNERS:

Thanks to your partnership and support, 2012 was a banner year for CommonBond Communities. Together we served over 8,600 people who call CommonBond home across nearly 100 different housing communities. The average household income across our housing portfolio is $17,500. Now more than ever, our dignified housing with services provides families, seniors and people with disabilities a platform for success.

During 2012, CommonBond built or preserved a total of 325 homes in six different communities representing an investment of nearly $50 million. This includes three new senior housing developments - Bii Di Gain Dash Anwebi and Riverview Senior Apartments in South Minneapolis and Brewery Point in downtown Milwaukee. We also acquired and are preserving a family development in Aitkin, Minnesota and a senior development in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Our single largest project in 2012 was the complete renovation of Yorkdale Family Townhomes in Edina, home to 90 families. In this report you will learn more about this vital housing community and the partnerships that made it possible. This accomplishment exemplifies the importance of preserving existing housing so that it remains affordable for the long run. Preservation of existing developments is also a very cost-effective means of providing affordable housing.

We are grateful and excited that December 2012 marked an organizational milestone for CommonBond, the conclusion of our $21 million Open 4000 Doors campaign. The level of productivity we experienced in 2012 and our future opportunities are directly related to the success of this campaign. Campaign funds are being used to provide working capital needed in the early stages of housing development, before permanent financing can be secured. Funds also support the Advantage Services provided to residents to help stabilize their lives, advance academically and economically, and live independently. A small portion of campaign funds will support our move to a new headquarters in 2014.

Completion of the Open 4000 Doors campaign is much more than money. Over the past six years we have expanded our base of friends and supporters and achieved broader visibility and wider recognition for excellence and innovation. We are extremely grateful to all of you who gave generously to this campaign and all of you who support us year after year.

This 2012 Annual Report provides a snapshot of our organization. Thanks to all of you we are meeting our mission to build stable homes, strong futures, and vibrant communities. We are blessed with an outstanding staff and board of directors and remarkable volunteers, donors, and partners. Thank you for believing in us and investing in our work.
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Upon arriving at the new Advantage Center at Yorkdale Townhomes, one is immediately greeted with the sights and sounds of happy children. An important component of the newly built Advantage Center, part of Yorkdale’s 2012 renovation, is the Study Buddy program. This program seeks to match young residents with an adult mentor to work on homework on a weekly basis. However, sometimes the results of a Study Buddy relationship go beyond the completion of daily homework.

ASHA & DENYA

Asha is an eighteen-year-old who has been a resident at Yorkdale Townhomes since 2009. She lives with her grandmother who does not speak English and counts on Asha daily for many tasks. Since moving to Yorkdale, Asha has been a very active resident, participating in Camp Fire programs as a younger girl, then working with the Camp Fire organization as a volunteer, and then participating in the Study Buddy program. It is through the Study Buddy program that Asha met the perfect mentor, sounding board and — most of all — friend.

Asha had worked with previous mentors; however, it was in 2011 that she really met her match — a twenty-three-year-old college graduate and transplant from Alaska. Denya came to CommonBond because she was looking for a volunteer opportunity to give back to the Minnesota community. After investigating several non-profits in the Twin Cities area, she settled on CommonBond. She loved the model that CommonBond represented. “They were not only interested in providing affordable housing to individuals and families,” says Denya, “they also offer the whole package, which is housing with all of the support services needed to be successful.”

When Asha and Denya first met, both women professed that there was chemistry between them immediately. Now, two years later, they act like long lost friends, often times finishing each other’s sentences or giggling at one another as they begin to tell a story about one of their Study Buddy sessions together. They have met — almost without interruption — every Tuesday evening for 90 minutes for two years. They talk about their days, homework assignments, weekend plans and anything else that might be on the agenda. However, as Asha said, “after a little social time, we always get my homework done first!”

Denya has become much more than a weekly Study Buddy for Asha. She has become her sounding board and friend, offering Asha guidance and support as she deals with the messy issues of being a teenager. For Denya, she has learned so much about the Somali culture and has been a part of a special relationship that she could have never imagined. Together, they’ve developed a nurturing and respectful relationship in a consistent and loving environment created by the staff at Yorkdale. Asha feels cared for and valued, while Denya feels a sense of responsibility for Asha’s success and is her biggest cheerleader. Both women experience a sense of emptiness on the rare Tuesday night when they do not meet. As Asha said, “something just doesn’t seem right if I don’t see Denya during a week.” Of course, Denya’s head nods up and down in agreement as she listens to Asha’s comment.

In addition to her Study Buddy experience, Asha shared that her life at Yorkdale has been a very positive experience. Yorkdale has given her a stable and loving home which she states is “clean, neat, beautiful and convenient.” For Asha, the community at Yorkdale Townhomes has supplied her with all of the tools to be successful and she waits with great anticipation to graduation this spring and taking on the next new challenge. And, no one will be more proud than Denya.

“The new Advantage Center at Yorkdale has been a blessing. This space enables all of our Study Buddies to work at their own table, which really promotes the one-on-one experience. We also have the ability to host community events and reach out to more of the adult residents. The renovation of the townhomes and the addition of the Advantage Center is truly changing lives.”

— Desiree Guida
Advantage Services Program Coordinator / Yorkdale Townhomes
As the largest provider of affordable housing in the Upper Midwest, CommonBond Communities recognized long ago that the organizations we partner with were critical to our commitment to provide life-enhancing services to our residents. One of our key partners in providing exceptional youth programming is Camp Fire MN. The melding of these two organizations gives new meaning to how efficient and powerful a true partnership can be.

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT – CAMP FIRE MN

Camp Fire MN is well known for its delivery of high quality youth programs. The two key components to the delivery of these programs are community-based education and camp programs offered at two locations. The strength of these programs made them a natural organization to partner with CommonBond. As noted by Marnie Wells, CEO of Camp Fire MN, “the needs of children living in CommonBond housing units along with the program offering and expertise found at Camp Fire MN made it a natural fit.”

Each week, Camp Fire staff work with over 130 children at six CommonBond locations throughout the metro area. They forge deep and lasting relationships at locations convenient to the kids – the Advantage Centers located in their home communities. Historically, the two major barriers to providing much needed programs for kids in need have been financial and transportation. Together, these two organizations have removed these barriers for CommonBond families.

“My daughter loves Camp Fire because it gives her the chance to engage in new activities and build confidence. As an only child with no sibling, Camp Fire has provided an outlet where she can make many new and lasting friendships.”

— Helen Tekle / parent / Yorkdale Townhomes

The parents of these children see the value as well. According to Marnie, if you were to ask a parent of the children who participate in Camp Fire programs at the Advantage Centers, they would tell you that “they have seen improved behavior patterns with their children, their school work has improved due to the academic assistance after school and the children have learned to make friends, build strong relationships and help to create a sense of community within their CommonBond community.”

Both organizations are always looking at ways to improve and strengthen their partnership and are driven by a desire to improve the lives of youth by empowering them through safe, fun and nurturing environments.

“Together, we have created a model where expertise is shared to maximize limited resources for the benefit of one of our most important resources – our young people.”

— Marnie Wells / CEO / Camp Fire MN

The staffs of both CommonBond and Camp Fire MN work together seamlessly to ensure a consistent learning environment for the youth, while sharing resources when needed. They also work diligently to increase cultural awareness and create an environment where acceptance and tolerance towards all individuals is the norm. Both organizations believe strongly in their overlapping core values which include the value and respect of all individuals and the need to advocate on behalf of children, youth and families. By providing this ongoing educational and extracurricular programming within an actual CommonBond community, it demonstrates each organization’s commitment to delivering high quality programs to kids who are most in need. It’s what Marnie Wells calls “the magic formula.”
YORKDALE TOWNHOMES

CommonBond’s Yorkdale Townhomes property has been providing quality affordable townhomes to families in Edina for over 30 years. Yorkdale Townhomes consists of 90 family townhome units on 10 acres in Edina. The units are a mix of one, two, three and four bedroom townhomes with a long-term Project Based Section 8 contract which allows residents to pay 30% of their income toward rent. In 2012, new financing was obtained for comprehensive rehabilitation to preserve this very valuable family housing resource. Located in a vibrant, amenity-rich area on a prime transit corridor, these 90 townhome units are newly refurbished and energy efficient, thanks to the participation of private, city, state, county and local funders.

REHABILITATION

The townhomes were built in the mid-1970s. Through long-term wear and tear and deferred maintenance, the development had major capital needs, and lacked energy efficiency. The scope of work specifically included new energy efficient furnaces, water heaters, windows, doors, siding, roofing, interior doors, bathroom fixtures, kitchen cabinets and appliances, lighting, and new flooring. Durable, high-quality materials were utilized throughout. Significant upgrades and improvements to the exterior of the property resulted in enhanced visual appeal for the residents and for the surrounding area.

“Enterprise is pleased to join CommonBond and all the funding partners to provide a healthy, safe environment for hardworking Minnesota families through the newly-rehabbed Yorkdale Townhomes.”

— Charles Werhane
President and CEO of Enterprise Community Investment

Yorkdale Townhomes demonstrates new best practices in the area of substantial rehabilitation of occupied, affordable rental housing. This includes specific outcomes relating to retrofitting new elements into existing spaces, redesign of existing mechanical systems, refinancing strategies assuring long-term, comprehensive stabilization of the property, plus creating a comprehensive on-site resident service program.

IMPROVED ADVANTAGE SERVICE DELIVERY

CommonBond’s Advantage Services operated one of our largest service programs at Yorkdale in seriously inadequate facilities that were located in auxiliary spaces throughout the property. These former facilities hampered the service delivery and made it difficult to attract volunteers and to advertise the extensive life-enhancing services CommonBond provides to residents.

The construction of a new Advantage Center is a key outcome of the redevelopment. Expanded and improved program space is greatly enhancing CommonBond’s service delivery at Yorkdale, promoting greater resident stability, advancement and independence. The new Advantage Center includes a computer lab, offices, activity space and a community room with kitchen. Services have been expanded to include supportive services for Yorkdale’s five newly-created homes for long-term homeless families.

The rehabilitation also included a variety of energy-saving and Green elements which have resulted in significant savings and sustainability. Strategies include interior and exterior improvements as well as new Energy Star appliances, VOC finishes, low-flow fixtures and new energy efficient windows. Preserving existing affordable rental housing, efficiently reusing the structures and materials already in place and replacing deteriorated building elements with new, energy efficient materials is a high priority for CommonBond.
2012 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

REVENUE
Contributions $ 7,456*
Fees for Service
  Property Management 3,797
  Housing Development 3,648
  Advantage Services 1,575
  Other Fees and Reimbursements 416
Government Grants 1,769
Investment Income 931
Property Related Gains and Miscellaneous 662

TOTAL REVENUE $ 20,254

EXPENSES
Property Management $ 3,375
Housing Development 3,788
Advantage Services 3,769
Asset Management 464
Community Engagement 25
Supportive Services 1,463

TOTAL EXPENSES $ 12,884

Change in Net Assets Before Other Income $ 7,370

OTHER INCOME
  Realized and Unrealized gains on Investments 253
  Write-off of Office Costs (1,001)
  Losses from Partnerships (61)

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS $ 6,561

*Represents an additional $5 million from Capital Campaign

2012 BY THE NUMBERS
8,641 People served
5,449 Housing units
3,094 Seniors participated in wellness events
1,043 Youth benefited from academic programs
725 Seniors prevented from nursing homes
217 Residents obtained new jobs
189 Study Buddy pairs

EXPENSES BY SOURCE
### COMMONBOND HOUSING LOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>City Total Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Cedar Rapids</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterloo</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Aitkin</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annandale</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blaine</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bloomington</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Champlin</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia Heights</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delano</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edina</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excelsior</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmington</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fridley</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Golden Valley</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hastings</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Lake</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakeville</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little Canada</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Little Falls</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahtomedi</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maple Grove</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maple Plain</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maplewood</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>1187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneronka</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mound</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mounds View</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hope</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Ulm</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northfield</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oakdale</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Red Wing</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richfield</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robbinsdale</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rogers</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sleepy Eye</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Paul</td>
<td>1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wayzata</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West St. Paul</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Chippewa Falls</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watertown</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5449</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more than 40 years, CommonBond has been weaving affordable homes into the fabric of communities throughout Minnesota and, more recently, Wisconsin and Iowa. With well over 5,000 apartment and townhome units in three states, CommonBond’s vision is clearer than ever that every person deserves a dignified, affordable home that supports independence and advancement within a flourishing community.

“As the largest provider of affordable housing in the Upper Midwest, CommonBond gives its residents the opportunity for a better quality of life.” — U.S. Senator Al Franken

### 325 DOORS OPENED IN 2012

With funding from the Open 4000 Doors campaign, CommonBond opened:
- Bii Di Gain Dash Anwebi, 47 apartments for seniors, Minneapolis, MN
- Ripple River, 32 townhomes for families, Atkin, MN
- Riverview, 42 apartments for seniors, Minneapolis, MN
- Brewery Point, 48 apartments for seniors, Milwaukee, WI
- The Meadows, 66 apartments for seniors, Cedar Rapids, IA
- Yorkdale Townhomes, 90 rehabbed townhomes for families, Edina, MN
IT ALL BEGAN WITH THE FIRST STEP

Six years ago, CommonBond Communities embarked on its first capital campaign with a goal of raising $21 million. The campaign was created to meet new organizational growth goals that included adding and preserving 4,000 units of housing; expanding the endowment for Advantage Services; and relocating the central office staff to new headquarters. CommonBond successfully completed the campaign in December 2012 having raised $21,065,120.

CommonBond is well on the way to reaching the goal of opening 4,000 doors having developed and preserved 2,052 since 2007. In addition to expanding our mission and outreach to more residents, this effort also transformed the organization. We gained national standing through our efforts to attract national funding and investment. We also advanced CommonBond’s visibility and brand and attracted new regional donors.

The keys to success were a compelling vision and reputation, a committed board combined with volunteer leadership, and broad community support.

CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS

- Twenty-seven volunteers provided leadership to the campaign.
- 664 donors generously supported the campaign. 241 of them were new donors to CommonBond. Gifts ranged from $10 to $2.5 million.
- CommonBond’s board and former board of directors provided $5.4 million in support of the campaign.

We are truly grateful for this generosity.
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Roxanne and Gerald Smith
Sue and Patrick Stevens
William and Gina Stocks
Rita and Jim Urbanek
Paul and Carolyn Verret
The Karen Viskochil Fund of
The Minneapolis Foundation
Brian and Kate Wenger
Neal and Debbi Wunderlich

$500-$999
Mark Addicks
Roger and Kathryn Barr
Carol and Michael Berde
Cam and Bonnie Blodgett
James Broucek
Paul and Gail Busch
Jodi Chu
Jack and Kathy Clifford
Adele Della Torre and Spencer Kubo
Gretchen and Brian Felton
Glen and Carol Fuerstneau
Leslie and Randy Geerdes
Peter and Mary Gilbertson
Patti Goldberg
Karen and David Grandstrand
Denny and Catherine Haley
Edward and Margo Harter
Bill and Kristen Henak
Darwin Hendel and Bonnie Gray
Vincent E. Hillery
Nicole and Dan Husnik
Michael and Susan Johnson
Lisa Kane

Darrin Francis
Leslie Goodale
Kit Hadley
Liz Hagstrom and Elizabeth Skalnek
Robert and Carmie Hobbins
Jerome and Mary Ince
Doreen Jablonske
Dalia and Robert Jensen
George G. Johnson
Joanne Koscielek and Randy Hooversten
Steve and Mary Kruger
Chris and Lisa Latham
Jenny Lewis
Richard and Marlys Lynch
Mary Bigelow McMillan
Matt Messerschmidt
Bob and Lucy Mitchell
Jeff Nevin
David Nimmer
Father Michael O’Connell
LuAnn Olson and Mike Kraklau
Dennis and Molly O’Rourke
Phyllis D. Pepper
Beth and Terry Schneider
Roger Sherman
Alan and Janny Silver
Michelle Strangis and Steve Pincus
Rob and Mary Super
Pamela Turner
Jim and Kris Ulland
Richard Voelbel
Grant Watkins and Matt Halley
Lori and Jeff Wilfahrt

$250 - $499
Anonymous (2)
Catherine Allan and Tim Grady
Andy Banas
Sally and Jim Beloff
Kate Buckley
Diana and Robert Carter
Amanda and Tristan Christ
Serge and Mary DeSalvo
Stephen and Pamela Desnick
Nancy Downs
Tom Dupont
Edward Flahavan and Susan O’Leary
Patrick and Linda Flynn

$249 and Under
Anonymous (3)
Grant Abbott
Sharon L. Abrahamsen
Mary Ellen and Peter Alden
Frank and Leslie Altman
Roberts and Leslie Altman
Elwood and Judy Anderson
Erika Anderson
Jolene R. Anderson
Tracie Anderson
Wanda Anstett
John Arlandson

Dan Avchen
Renee Bachler
Rachel Banken and Craig Levinsohn
Thomas P. Bedard
Phyllis and Jerry Bell
Becky Beltz
Allison Bengfort
Terry and Steve Benson
Steven Blank
Jill Blodgett
Pete and Lynn Blount
Judy Bois
Nicholas and Pamela Boosalis
Luan Brady
Melodie Bridgeman
Adam and Nicole Broderick
Kay and Dave Bromelkamp
David W. Browne
Craig and Jennifer Bryant
Kaira Buberl
S.K. Cardamone
Bruce and Beth Carlson
Katy Carlson
Paul and Carol Carlson
Andrea Christenson
Katherine Kaufer Christoffel
Tom Christoffel
Susan I. Cipolle
Maura and Christopher Cock
David and Wendy Coggins
Dan and Kate Cole
Rachel Coleman and Lawrence Mundt
Carol Colloton
Wilfred N. Cooper Sr.
Andrew and Mary Coulter
Steve Cramer and Deborah
Brisch-Cramer
Shinita Crawley
James A. Crenna
Cindy Cross
Mary Anne Cummings
Julia Dangerfield
Hamdia Dawid
Dawn Dexter
Mark Dillon
Anita Dinerstein
The Dooley and South Family
S$249 and Under, cont.
Keith Doty
Patrick and Susan Downey
Joseph and Julitta Dragich
Judy Dreitzler
Donna Drinan and Thomas Underwood
Leith Dumas
Mike and Karen Durkin
Todd Eatmon
Don and Pat Effenberger
Lisa Egan
Jamal Elmi
Sylvia Elrod
Eric Erickson and Peggy Poore
Brittany Evans
Michael Evans
Everwood Company
Brenda and Marc Ewing
Idil Farah
Sheila and Mark Farmer
Dianne Fiala
Robert and Jocelyn Findorff
Peter and Lorraine Fischer
Natasha Flayac
Dick and Loretta Flesher
Thomas Fletcher
Jay E. Foley
David Durenberger and Susan B. Foote
Michael and Maryfaith Fox
Jocie Freedman
Laura Frost
Barbara and Bob Gaertner
Jane B. Galbraith
Marlys J. Giesecke
Carol Giuliani
Robert Glasgow
Stanley M. & Luella G. Goldberg
Family Foundation
Reverend Ralph Goman
Maria and Ramon Gómez
Morris Goodwin Jr. and Donna Lindsay-Goodwin
Rachel Goplin
Cindy and Ron Greenwood
Patricia and John Gries
Elaine Grittner
Joan Grzywinski
Reverend Monsignor James D. Habiger
Eileen and Mike Hachey
Valerie and Ken Haga
Jessie Hendel and John Haggerty
Linda Haller
Allan B. Hancock
Liz Hancock
Eric Hansen
Jean E. and B.C. Hart
Wayne Hartgers
Mohamed Hassan
Jody A. Hauer
Brenda Delaney
Cynthia Heckler
Anne and Peter Heegaard
Carole Ann Heffernan
Sandy and Don Henry
O’Sheena Henry
H. Jed Hepworth and Lee H. Schubert
Barbara and Marvin Herbst
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Herbst
Al Hester
Neal Hildebrandt
J. David Hill and Martha Cooper
Brad and Boo Hinker
Lindsay Hitch
Antonio Holloway
Catherine Holtzclaw and M. Edward Nicholson
Homes for America, Inc.
Jordan and Laura Honeck
Dan and Louise Hoxworth
Bryan and Nadine Huisman
Ally Hunkins
Grace A. Hyser
Ayan Ibrahim
Julie and John Ingleman
Kelly and Joe Jasper
Mary L. Jenkins
Ifran Jimale
Burt Johnson
Hunter and Jennifer Johnson
Nellie Johnson and Walt Cooney
Nicholas and Lori Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Rod and Lil Johnson
Peter Jones
Gregory and Susan Jude
Dawn and Kurt Kalland
Gary and Joyce Kallman
Ruth Katz
Judith and George Kaufer
Dottie Keating
Robert Kehrwalld
David Kelley
Dorothy B. Kelm
Kris K. Kewitsch
KeyStone Search
Kay King
Tom Klaers
Ann and James Kochsiek
Cheryl Koopman
Candy LaMadrid
Carol Lamberg
Deb Sakry Lande and John Lande
Joayne Larson
Nadine and Mark Leahy
Jim and Linda Lee
Rachel Lene
Mary Ellen Leonard
Valerie Lewicki
Liberty Diversified Industries
Nathaniel Lindley
Kelley Lindquist
Chris and Mary Loetscher
Stella C. Lundquist
Catherine and David Magnuson
William M. Mahlum
Linda Mandolini
Joan Manolios
Cindy Marsh and Wendell Vandersluis
Jolynn and Frank Martin
Von P. and Eve M. Martin
Danielle S. Matson
Jane Mauer
Dick and Regina McCarthy
Deb McCord
Carmen and John McShane
Dan Miller
Jean A. Montgomery
Tiffany and Jason Moore
Bill Moore and Mary Wagner
Joel and Ellen Morton
Phil Morton
Murnane Brandt
Jeffrey L. Nelson
Mickey Nickelson
John and Jane Nilsen
Paul and Susan Novak
Josh Nutter
Cary Oleisky
Tara Olson
Cyprian Onyeagha
Jen and Matt Oscarson
Barbara O’Sullivan
Jim Pagliarini and Elizabeth Raymond
Mary Jane and Bruce Pappas
Dr. Peter and Mrs. Jean Parilla
Arthur Paulson
Mike Peak
Colleen Pearson
Gordon Pedersen
Lois and DeWayne Petersen
Kathryn Peterson
Margaret Peterson
Carol A. Plemel
John E. Povolny
Tamara Prato
Kevin and Ann Quiring
Victoria and Edward Rau
Josephine Reed-Taylor and David Taylor
Kay Reis
Amy and Kenneth Ries
John and Cathy Ries
Leo Ries and Marie Kingsbury
Allen Risberg
Rachel Robinson and Ben Hecker
Frank Rodriguez
Marilyn and Fred Rohlfing
Julie Roles
Stacy Rooney
Richard Roth
Luis and Linda Rubi
Catherine Ruff
John and Gloria Ruff
Michael Ryan
Terry and Karilyn Ryan
S&L Team Cleaning
Samuel and Cecilia Salas
Arlene Satrom
$249 and Under, cont.
Mark and Heather Scherer
Lori Schmidt
Debra C. Schmit
Carol Schuette
Michael Schwab
Connie and John Scott
Robert and Phyllis Seath
Marion and Jamie Seeley Kreisman
Laura J. Sheak
Victoria Murray Shipley
Beth and Pete Skwira
Charles A. Slocum
Smart Legal Assistance, Inc
Bill and Debby Smith
Nicole Smith
Rita Smith
Thomas E. Smith and Catalina Adamez-Smith
Steve and Sue Snelling
Christopher Stall and Natalie Wyatt-Brown
Linda Stanton
Joan Steffend and Joe Brandmeier
Patricia Steiger
Ernie and Mary Stelzer
Kathleen Steppa
Carolyn Stombaugh
Benjamin Stone
Stonebridge Capital Advisors, LLC
Jeff and Kathryn Stonehouse
Dale and Mary Streier
Kimberly Strickland
Sheila and Richard Student
Melinda Studer
Deborah Sturdevant
Jo Sudduth
Richard Sweet
Yaroslav Tatur
Amanda and Mark Tempel
Randall and Heidi Temple
Terri Thao and Cheng Vang
Dave and Lane Thompson
Elaine Thurston
Gretchen and Gregory Tieder
Roger and Marlys Toogood

Jen Torgerson
Julie Torgerson
Timothy J. Urban
Karen L. Utley
Joseph and Nancy Utoft
David C. Utz M.D.
James C. Vaughan
Nichole A. Voss
Tom and Cynthia Wargolet
Claudia Wasserman
Rosanne and Dean Weiman
David Weinberg M.D.
Martin and Lora Weinstein
Bill Weir
Steve Wentworth
Denise Werden
Dr. Deborah Wexler and
Mr. Michael Mann
Anne White
Robert and Louise Whittlesey
Lisa Wilcox-Erhardt and Steve Erhardt
Patricia Wilder and Ryan Schroeder
Wildlife Management Services, Inc.
Frances and Frank Wilkinson
Jennifer Wille
Philip J. Williams
Fred Williamson
Celia Wirth
Noriko Yamamoto
Ross Yates
Maryam Zafar
Allison Zeal
Randy Zupanich

* Deceased
Thank you to the following individuals, foundations, corporations, and organizations who have selflessly given their own resources to build strong futures for the residents of CommonBond Communities. Without donors like you, providing stable homes for CommonBond’s over 8,600 residents, and developing new homes for the 5,000 individuals and families on our waiting list, would not be possible. Our gratitude is abundant and ongoing as we continue to put your dollars to work building vibrant communities.

$100,000+
Cummins Power Generation
GHR Foundation
The McKnight Foundation
Target

$50,000 - $99,999
Local Initiatives Support Corporation
Travelers
U.S. Bancorp Foundation

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous (3)
Ameriprise Financial, Inc.
Charlson Foundation
Datacard Group
General Mills
Greater Milwaukee Foundation
Helen Bader Foundation
Mahoney Ulbrich Christiansen Russ P.A.
NeighborWorks America
The Pentair Foundation
Room & Board
Trivent Financial for Luthersans Foundation
Wells Fargo

FOUNDERS SOCIETY
$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous (2)
Allianz Life Insurance
Allina Hospitals & Clinics
B&H Way Foundation
John and Nancy Berg
BMO Harris
Bremer Financial Services
Catalyst Construction
Julie and Christopher Causey
CenturyLink
Cummins, Inc.
Ecolab Foundation
Enterprise Community Investment, Inc.
Freichs Construction Co.
GE Capital - Fleet Services
Gilligan Foundation
H.B. Fuller Company Foundation
Hamernicks Decorating
Hugh J. Andersen Foundation
Jostens
Kopp Family Foundation
Marbrook Foundation
The Minneapolis Foundation
NorthMarq Capital, Inc.
Opus Foundation
Michelle and Bill Pohlad
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Leo Sand
Seward Community Co-Op
Tim Sheehan and Chris Naylor
Sit Investment Associates
TCF
Western Bank
Richard and Debra Wicka
Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A.
Xcel Energy Foundation
Youthprise
Ken and Pat Duncan
Financial Concepts, Inc.
Frana Companies, Inc.
Debora and Mike Frodl
Marie and Michael Gallagher
GE Capital - Fleet Services
Joseph and Jone Hafermann
Tom and Kristina Hauschild
HRRK Foundation
Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners
Tom and Jenny Jasper
Margaret Rivers Fund
Medina Electric, Inc.
Oak Grove Capital
RBC Wealth Management
Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren
The Saint Paul Foundation
Sand Companies, Inc.
Securian Foundation
Service Master Cleaning & Restoration
Value Plus Flooring
WIPFLi, LLP

CORNERSTONE SOCIETY
$2,500 - $4,999
ATK
Capital Investigations & Security, Inc.
Catholic Community Foundation
Cedarleaf Cedarleaf and Cedarleaf
Church of St. Joan of Arc
Jeffrey and Mindy Cotton
Customer Eletion
Deloitte LLP
Jeff DeYoung
Distance Learning Center, LLC
Dryer Family Foundation
Vicki and Bruce Duncomb
Elness Swenson Graham Architects
Erickson Plumbing and Heating
Paul and Ann Fate
The Giesen-O’Byrne Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Nancy and Gregory Hanson
Hiawatha National Bank
Ellen Higgins and John Brower
Paul J. Jungquist
Kurt and Kathy Keena
Allyson and Peter Knudsen
Marv Kotek
KPMG International
Brian Maclnnis
Kelly and Rich Matter
Boake Munsch
Kevin Myren and Jason Best
Kevin and Sandra O’Brien
Tom and Anne Peacock
Chris Pelletier
Renovation Systems, Inc.
Thomas Rothstein
Ann Ruff and John Cooper
Kevin Scheel
Scherer Brothers Lumber Company
Wayne and Deb Schiferl
Beth and Terry Schneider
Joe and Cyndi Schwenker
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Peter Spokes
Warren and Mary Lynn Staley
Superior Construction Services
United States Mechanical, Inc.
Rita and Jim Urbanek
Todd and Katherine Urness
Waterfall Fund of the Catholic Community Foundation
Watson-Forsberg Co.
Jane and Skip Windmeier
Yvette and Jamie Woell

BUILDERS CIRCLE
$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous (3)
Tony and Shelly Ahl
All, Inc.
American Bank
American Endowment Foundation
Jean K. Andrews
ANNUAL FUND DONORS

BUILDERS CIRCLE, cont.
$1,000 - $2,499
Archdiocese of Saint Paul and Minneapolis
James and Barbara Armstrong
Judith Aubrecht
Barry and Sandy Baines
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause LLP
Bassford Remele
Cam and Bonnie Blodgett
BMO Harris
Brad Braun
Bill and Judi Britt
Neil and Kristi Brown
Chris Burrell
Cannon Family Foundation
Cars with Heart
Diana and Robert Carter
CenterPoint Energy
Christensen Group - IRI
Bruce and Ann Christensen
Drs. Sue Chung and Scott Cooper
Church of St. John the Baptist
Jack and Kathy Clifford
Bert and Suzie Colianni
Michael Connolly and Nancy Wagner
Bill and Maureen Cosgriff
Tim Curtis
Ken and Karin Dayton
Dennis Environmental Operations
Diversified Waste Solutions
Anna and Michael Durham
Edina Realty Foundation
EnerChange
Eppestein Uhen Architects
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
Kevin Filter and Rosemary Kessler
Robert and Jocelyn Findorff
Dan and Kathy Flicker
Paul and Diane Frerichs
Frey Foundation
Mary Noble Garcia and John Garcia
The Alan Geiwitz and Mary
McMahon Charitable Fund of
Minnesota Community Foundation
Pamela Graika
Bonnie Gray and Darwin Hendel
Greater Twin Cities United Way
Joe Green and Trudi Anderson
Mary and Tim Grupa
Richard Hackett
Kyle and Shelley Hansen
JoAnn S. Hanson
Kris and Chris Hanson
John Harlander
Michele Harris and Peter Tanghe
Hays Companies
George and Mary Dee Hicks
Hiway Federal Credit Union
Ron and Lori Hume
InSite Architects
Karen Janisch and Dan Tschida
Jack and Kay Jasper
Bob and Jacqueline Jasper
Scott and Marjorie Johnson
JT Electric Service, Inc.
KeyStone Search
Sarah E. Kline-Stensvold
Tim Kraemer
Jim and Sheri Kump
George and Carol Lang
LHB, Inc.
James Lockhart and Janie Mayeron
Richard and Marlys Lynch
Robert and Shelley Lynch
Reid and Ann MacDonald/
Faribault Foods
Hugh McElroy
McGladrey
Thomas and Susan McGuire
Linda and Thomas McMonigal
Jim McQuillian
Michele and Rich Meyer
Steve Meyer
The Doug & Martha Miller
Family Foundation
Van G. Miller
Minnesota Building & Construction
Trades Council
Minnesota Community Foundation
Minnesota Twins
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
Scot and Colleen Moser
National Equity Fund, Inc.
National Window Associates
Charles Nauen and P.J. Pofahl
Marilyn Peller Nelson
Chad and Jennifer Olson
Mike and Jennifer Olson
Oracle Financial Services
Rita Peller
Patricia Perell
Sue and Greg Perkey
Anne and Curtis Petersen
Premise Drywall
John and Nancy Rasmussen
Red Capital Markets, LLC
John and Cathy Ries
Patricia Roning Family Foundation
RSP Architects Ltd.
RT Moore Company
Bob and Sue Ruff
Tim and Colleen Sauter
Anne and Perry Schmidt Fund of
The Minneapolis Foundation
Eric and Jill Scholtz
Schwieters Construction, Inc.
Barbara and Dennis Shaw
Sisters of Mercy West
Midwest Community
Nicole Smith Jones
Ben and Mary Stephens
Donna Stevermer
Stonebridge Capital Advisors, LLC
The Dolan Company
The Carter Family Foundation
The Damone Group
The Lawn Ranger
The Lillian Wright and C. Emil
Berglund Foundation
The Rodman Foundation
The TEGRA Group
The Woodshop of Avon, Inc.
Jamie and Beth Thelen
Sara Jean Thoms
Judith and Daniel Titcomb
Donald and Dolores Traxler
Trimpac, Inc.
Värde Partners, Inc.
VGM Group, Inc.
VJS Construction Services
Dan and Carol Weiler
Weis Builders
Lisa Wilcox-Erhardt and Steve Erhardt
Tracy and Nancy Wobken/RSP Architects
Carol and Dan Wolfe
Kathy and Steve Woodley
Zephyr Services, Inc.

$500 - $999
Ben Aeilts
Mark Anderson
Jennifer and Jeff Anderson
Rick and Stacie Andritsch
Stuart and Julie Bestul
Al Boston
Brothers Mfg.
Sheila and Bill Brown
Building Maintenance Management, Inc.
Matt Burow
Ann and Larry Godel
Kathy Carron
Angela M. Christy
Church of St. Patrick
Dr. Elizabeth and Mr. Michael Cooper
Jeanne Corwin
Nancy and Tim Cronin
Craig Crosby
Keenen and Kersten Dammen
Nicki and John Donlon
Chuck Edson
Brad Engdahl and Pat Layton
F.M. Farrell Family Fund of the Catholic
Community Foundation
Edward Foster and Laura Tiffany
Katie Fritz Fogel
Doug Fulton
Jeff and Cathy Gendreau
James and Teddy Gesell
Go Fetsch
Cindy and Ron Greenwood
Denny and Catherine Haley
Peter Hasselquist
Mark and Ann Marie Hayes
The Gretchen Hamar Healy Fund of
the Catholic Community Foundation
Anne and Peter Heegaard
Jessie Hendel and John Haggerty
Brad and Sandra Hoffelt
Bill and Michele Hren
Mary L. Jenkins
Mark and Laurie Jeter
Michael Jones
Jerome and Rose Junququist
Robyn Kemp
Leisa Knych
Billy Kutney
Jane Lansing
Mary K. Lund
$500 - $999, cont.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Makepeace
Michelle Manatt
Andrea & Larry McGough Charitable
Fund of the Catholic Community
Foundation
Tom and Mary McKeown
Jim and Jennie McQuillan
Jeff and Lisa Meek
Thomas and Danalee Merrill
Pat and Amy Minea
Minnesota Bank & Trust
Nationwide Environmental Service, Inc.
Laura and David Newinski
Mark and Jackie Nolan
Andrea and Robert Novak
Oak Grove Lutheran Church
Jeff Olsen
Olympic Wall Systems
Clifford Otten and Donna McCarr
Mark and Cindy Pelletier
Matt Pelphrey
Ross and Helena Perrelli
Piper Jaffray, Inc.
Carleen Rhodes
John and Gloria Ruff
Mark and Lisa Ruff
Mary J. Ruff
Bradley and Peggy Schafer
Sarah and Jim Schaser
Mark and Heather Scherer
Carol B. Schirmers
Gigi and Tom Schumacher
Earl Stratton
Arlene Strom-Silvan
Beth and Timothy Sullivan
The Karen Viskochil Fund of
The Minneapolis Foundation
Diane Whitney
Karl and Janet Wied
Robin Ann Williams and Paul Filiatrault
Barry Winslow
Matt Winston
Christopher and Staci Zuspann
Ronald Zweber and Peter Scott

$250 - $499

Anonymous
Greg Anderson
Craig B. Anderson

Adam Arndt
Basilica of St. Mary
Michael Bjellos
Tom Bobak
Father John F. Brandes
Elizabeth M. Brennhofer
Scott Brophy
Brad and Mary Brunell
Allison Bryant
Kate Buckley
Amanda and Tristan Christ
Roger and Janice Cloutier
Coinmach
Dan and Anna Cooney
Rob and Kristine Crawford
Terry and Kathy Cummings
Jody Davids
Todd and Kelly Dilley
Ernest and Mary Dorn
Bill and Sue Drehmel
Tempe and John Essell
Scott and Alekhyia Farwig
First Congregational Church of
Minnesota, UCC
Kim Foley and Kent Johnson
Chico Ford
Darrell and Kim Gilmore
David and Anne Graham
Scott Gronholz
Jeff Haan
Kit Hadley
Alison and Mark Halley
Randy Hedden
Bill and Kristen Henak
Brian Henderson
H. Jed Heworth and Lee H. Schubert
Liam Higgins
Nancy Homans
Homeco Insulation, Inc.
Steve and Annette Jensen
Robert and Donna Kasbohm
Melissa and Jay King
Mary Louise and Daniel Klas
Hart and Susan Kuller Family Fund of
The Minneapolis Foundation
Mark and Karen Larson
Cynthia and Peter Lee
David and Elizabeth Lee
Tim and Monica Marx
Dick and Regina McCarthy
Julie McKinley
Mary Bigelow McMillan
Jeanene Meisser
Val and Phil Memmer
Timothy Meyer and Mark Funk
Tom and Sue Miller
Bob and Julie Mueller
Jeffrey and Julie Naylor
Mike and Debra Newman
Clarence and Paula Nunn
Gary and Mary O’Brien
Mary Fran O’Keefe
LuAnn Olson and Mike Kraklau
Julie Oswald
Chris and Laurie Paidosh
Krista and Chad Pankop
David Pelka
Tom and Ludy Peller
Tom and Sheryl Peterson
Chr’s and Julie Phelps
Scott Pittman
Larry Pobuda and Linda Fox Pobuda
Philip Porter
Gene and Judy Probst
Michael and Theresa Reinarts
Deborah Roesler and John Kephart
Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Trish and Steve Rowley
Dan and Lissa Samuelson
Peter Scherer
Mike and Lyn Schnaus
Jay Schrader
Richard Schreiner
Alan and Jenny Silver
Dan and Tracie Smith
Beth and Todd Smits
Jim Solem and Ana Moreno
Sharon Stamos
John Stern
Rob and Mary Super
Barbara Swain
Tom and Arlene Swain
Kevin and Michelle Swanson
Steve Thyren
Tiffin Family Fund of the Catholic
Community Foundation
Ben Trousdale
Twin City Group
Katie and Jason Urbanik
Mike and Judy Vitelli

$100- $249

Anonymous (2)
Lynn M. Abrahamsen
Joe Alexander
Rob Altergott
William H. Alvdord
Doug Anderson
Travis and Mary Anderson
Mike Ashworth
Thomas and Sharon Auth
Jerry Baack
Dean Barr
John Bartunek
Derek Batchlor
Father John Bauer
Mike and Lori Bauer
Dan and Ellen Bechina
Scott Beerling
Melissa and Dave Belford
John and Michelle Belisle
Emily Blodgett
William J. Boulger Jr.
Kim D. Bretheim
Daniel G. Brick
Lance and Tamara Brock
Adam and Nicole Broderick
Chad Buege and Leiyang Xu
Tim and Patricia Buffham
Rick and Barb Burrock
Kay B. Cahill
Melissa and Uri Camarena
Rick and Jeanne Carter
David and Wendy Coggin
Ryan Comer
Bill Courtney
Jay and Page Cowles
Joe and Stacy Coyle
Kathy Crawford
John Crouch
Mary Anne Cummings
Kate Cunningham
Jim and Sonja Dalbey

$250 - $499

Anonymous
Greg Anderson
Craig B. Anderson

Adam Arndt
Basilica of St. Mary
Michael Bjellos
Tom Bobak
Father John F. Brandes
Elizabeth M. Brennhofer
Scott Brophy
Brad and Mary Brunell
Allison Bryant
Kate Buckley
Amanda and Tristan Christ
Roger and Janice Cloutier
Coinmach
Dan and Anna Cooney
Rob and Kristine Crawford
Terry and Kathy Cummings
Jody Davids
Todd and Kelly Dilley
Ernest and Mary Dorn
Bill and Sue Drehmel
Tempe and John Essell
Scott and Alekhyia Farwig
First Congregational Church of
Minnesota, UCC
Kim Foley and Kent Johnson
Chico Ford
Darrell and Kim Gilmore
David and Anne Graham
Scott Gronholz
Jeff Haan
Kit Hadley
Alison and Mark Halley
Randy Hedden
Bill and Kristen Henak
Brian Henderson
H. Jed Heworth and Lee H. Schubert
Liam Higgins
Nancy Homans
Homeco Insulation, Inc.
Steve and Annette Jensen
Robert and Donna Kasbohm
Melissa and Jay King
Mary Louise and Daniel Klas
Hart and Susan Kuller Family Fund of
The Minneapolis Foundation
Mark and Karen Larson
Cynthia and Peter Lee
David and Elizabeth Lee
Tim and Monica Marx
Dick and Regina McCarthy
Julie McKinley
Mary Bigelow McMillan
Jeanene Meisser
Val and Phil Memmer
Timothy Meyer and Mark Funk
Tom and Sue Miller
Bob and Julie Mueller
Jeffrey and Julie Naylor
Mike and Debra Newman
Clarence and Paula Nunn
Gary and Mary O’Brien
Mary Fran O’Keefe
LuAnn Olson and Mike Kraklau
Julie Oswald
Chris and Laurie Paidosh
Krista and Chad Pankop
David Pelka
Tom and Ludy Peller
Tom and Sheryl Peterson
Chr’s and Julie Phelps
Scott Pittman
Larry Pobuda and Linda Fox Pobuda
Philip Porter
Gene and Judy Probst
Michael and Theresa Reinarts
Deborah Roesler and John Kephart
Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Trish and Steve Rowley
Dan and Lissa Samuelson
Peter Scherer
Mike and Lyn Schnaus
Jay Schrader
Richard Schreiner
Alan and Jenny Silver
Dan and Tracie Smith
Beth and Todd Smits
Jim Solem and Ana Moreno
Sharon Stamos
John Stern
Rob and Mary Super
Barbara Swain
Tom and Arlene Swain
Kevin and Michelle Swanson
Steve Thyren
Tiffin Family Fund of the Catholic
Community Foundation
Ben Trousdale
Twin City Group
Katie and Jason Urbanik
Mike and Judy Vitelli

$100- $249

Anonymous (2)
Lynn M. Abrahamsen
Joe Alexander
Rob Altergott
William H. Alvdord
Doug Anderson
Travis and Mary Anderson
Mike Ashworth
Thomas and Sharon Auth
Jerry Baack
Dean Barr
John Bartunek
Derek Batchlor
Father John Bauer
Mike and Lori Bauer
Dan and Ellen Bechina
Scott Beerling
Melissa and Dave Belford
John and Michelle Belisle
Emily Blodgett
William J. Boulger Jr.
Kim D. Bretheim
Daniel G. Brick
Lance and Tamara Brock
Adam and Nicole Broderick
Chad Buege and Leiyang Xu
Tim and Patricia Buffham
Rick and Barb Burrock
Kay B. Cahill
Melissa and Uri Camarena
Rick and Jeanne Carter
David and Wendy Coggin
Ryan Comer
Bill Courtney
Jay and Page Cowles
Joe and Stacy Coyle
Kathy Crawford
John Crouch
Mary Anne Cummings
Kate Cunningham
Jim and Sonja Dalbey
$100- $249, cont.
Paul and Anna Dardis
Kurt and Christine Dayton
Camillo and Lois DeSantis
Joyce and Michael DeVito
Joe and Genie Dixon
Chris Duncan
John and Caron Dwyer
Dave and Sarah Einck
Andrew and Joan Eisenzimmer
Neil Ellis
Eric Erickson and Peggy Poore
Marilyn E. Erickson
Robin and Fran Fate
Deborah and Anthony Ferry
Jean L. Findorff
Peter and Lorraine Fischer
Joseph Fischer
Tracey Flack-Mills and Trace Mills
Edward Flahavan and Susan O’Leary
James Flinn
Sandy and Dave Forster
Neil and Dianne Fortier
Maureen Gaedy
Chris Gallagher
Cecilie and Dr. Emanuel Gaziano
Jack and Beverley Petrie
Lisa and Chris Germann
Ryan and Dianne Gideon
Mark and Diane Gorder
Josh and Laurie Grussendorf
Chelle and Judd Guericke
Rafael and Karen Gutierrez
Jeffrey Hagen
Liz Hagstrom and Elizabeth Skalnek
Susan Haigh and Greg Johnson
Chip Halbach
Lorraine and Harry Hammerly
Mary and Hugh Hanson
Jean and James Hartman
Richard and Mary Ann Hawkins
Roger and Marge Heegaard
Sarah and Joe Held
Kathy and John Hendricks
Brian and Amy Hennen
Sandy and Don Henry
Debbie Hewitt
Sarah Hickman
Mike Hillesheim
Emily and Jon Hjelm
Kate Hoffman
William and Toni Hohenstein
Brian and Ann Hon
Jordan and Laura Honeck
Caroline Horton
Marne Kahler Hunt
Nicole and Dan Husnik
Jason Ianfolla
Jerome and Mary Ince
Barbara and Frank Janisch
Bobby and Phyllis Jensen
Anne T. Johnson and Stephen Befort
Barbara and Bromley Johnson
Rod and Lil Johnson
Christina Johnson
Jason and Andrea Jones
Terri Jones
Michael C. Jordan and Brenda J. Powell
Ann Juergens
Andy and Karen Kaplan
Robert Kehrwald
John and Anita Kes
Diane Kielas
Ann Kightlinger
Mary Kirby
Nicole Koeb
Jeff and Erin Koerselman
Debbie Kosmas
Betsy Kotek
Douglas and Beate Krinke
Craig and Lisa Kuffel
Roxanne and Timothy Lackas
Scott LaDean
Jeff and Amie LaMott
Mark and Tricia Lancaster
Nels Larsen
Mark and Joni Lauffenburger
Mark Lecy
Vicki Leddy
Elizabeth Lee
Tony Lemaire
Jim Leslie
Pat and Becky Logan
Mitch and Sandy Loughlin
Ann and Don Luce
Eric Lunde
Marina and Michael Lyon
Carol M. Maloney
John and Lynn Manning
Danielle S. Matson
Reverend David McCauley
LuAnn and Terry McCormick
Malcolm McDonald
Kevin and Molly McLain
Pat and Kate McMullen
Neil Meyer and Gail Goulett-Meyer
Dean Mittelstaedt
Paul and Marsha Mittendorff
Mary Lou Mohn
Bill Moore and Mary Wagner
Raymond Wey and Sally Moran
Pratap and Prema Mysore
Edmund J. Nightingale Ph.D.
John and Joan Nolan
Amanda Novak
Terry and Patti Oehrlein
Charles and Margaret Opp
Jen and Matt Oscarson
Barbara O’Sullivan
John and Karen Packard
Eduardo and Sue Padilla
Dhiren Patel
Jil E. Pawlak
Michael M. Peller
Phyllis D. Pepper
Joyce C. Perrin
Daniel F. Perschau
Jackie and Kurt Petersen
Chuck Peterson
Laurie Pohlen
Premier Banks
Ryan Preston
Melissa and Scott Prosen
Roger J. Purdy
Nii and Brenda Quaye
Lynn Rabinovitch
William Rahm
Mike and Christa Ray
Donald B. and Jean Regan
Dan and Toni Reichow
John and Nicole Righini
Jon and Susan Ruth
Erich Rutten
James T. and Barbara Sarazin
Duane and Fran Sather
Tony Satterthwaite
Scott and Patti Savoy
Julie A. Schmidt-Quamme
Cathy and Chris Schneeman
Reverend James T. Schoenberger Jr.
Mark Scholtes
Robert and Phyllis Seath
Pat Shaughnessy
Seth and Kelly Kate Sheldon
Rhonda and Ran Sivarajah
Thomas E. Smith and
Catalina Adamez-Smith
Kathy and Pete Somers
Michelle Sorenti
Roxy Soth
Nancy Stachel
Joel Stamp
Stew Stender and Deb Davenport
Lori Sterner
Karen Stevens
Carolyn Stombaugh
J. L. Strand
Sunde Land Surveying, LLC
Gary Surdel
Tom and Laura Swain
Mike and Lynn Szurek
Terri Thao and Cheng Vang
Gerald and Mary Thole
Bill and Eldean Tingerthal
Shannon and ElMond Tolbert
John and Ann Trappnell
Dan and Nicole Trebil
Jack and Janice Warren
David Weise
Marnie K. Wells and Ralph Bovard
Robyn and Jay West
Nels and Monica White
Jennifer Wille
Fred Williamson
Luke Winskowski
Bradley and Teri Wirt
Michael & Pamela Wold Fund of the
Catholic Community Foundation
Albert and Kathleen Woodward
Barbara Zurek
GIFTS IN-KIND — BUSINESSES
2 Gingers Whiskey
45 Degrees
AAAP
ADT Dental
Allen Edmonds Shoes
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America
Alternatives to Violence Project
Annandale Food Outreach
Archdiocese of Saint Paul and Minneapolis
Augsburg College
Avada Audiology & Hearing Care
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause LLP
BBDO Advertising
Benilde St. Margaret Spirit Shop
Best Buy Co. Inc.
Best of Times
Best Care
BMO Harris
Breadsmith
BritishLabradors.com
Build-A-Bear Workshop
Cafe Latté
Canterbury Park
CareMate Home Health
Carlson
Castle Rock Bank
CenturyLink
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres
Chez Daniel Bistro
Christ the King Lutheran Church
Christians Reaching Out In
Social Service
Clinicor
Coffee News Cafe
Community Care Hunger Relief & More
Community Emergency Services
Corepower Yoga
Comercopia
Cub Foods
Cummins Power Generation
Custom Christmas Lighting
Dale Studios
Dog Day Getaway
Duckhorn Wine Company
Eastside Neighborhood Services
Eastside Neighborhood Services Food Shelf
Edina Realty Title
Emergency Foodbank Network
Extrados Salon & Spa
F2 Tackle
FACE, Inc.
Family of Christ Lutheran Church
Fast Frame
Friends of CommonBond Communities
General Mills
Gifts for Seniors
Girl Scout/Troop 10779
Good Day Cafe
Green Mill Restaurant & Bar
Halbert Design
Hamernicks Decorating
Haskell’s, The Wine People!
HealthCorps
HealthPro Chiropractic
Home Casual, LLC
Home Instead Senior Care
Homeland Health
Ichiban Japanese Steak House and Sushi Bar
Intercongregation Communities Association
Interfaith Outreach & Community Partners
Intrepid USA Healthcare
Joe’s Garage Restaurant
Joe’s Sporting Goods
Jon Charles Salon
Lake Vadnais Church
LEAP Collaborative
Let’s Dish, Maple Grove
Lily & Star
Longfellow-Seward Healthy Seniors
Mall of America
Mary Queen of Peace
Massage Envy
Meals on Wheels
Merrill Lynch
Mill City Museum
Minnesota Children’s Museum
Minnesota Historical Society
Minnesota Horse & Hunt Club
Minnesota Office of Higher Education
Minnesota Orchestra
Minnesota Timberwolves
Minnesota Timberwolves FastBreak Foundation
Minnesota Twins
Minnesota Vikings
Minnesota Wild
Molin Concrete Products
Morrisey Hospitality Culinary Group
Mound Fire Department
Mpls St Paul Magazine
MS Society
Neighborhood House
Neptune Society
North Heights Lutheran Church
Old Log Theatre
Open Arms of Minnesota
Polaris Industries
Presbyterian Homes & Services
Recover Health
Red Stag Supper Club
Rocco Altbelli, Inc
Room & Board
Roseville Senior Center
Saint Paul Saints
Salon Marquee
Schuler Shoes
Second Harvest Heartland
Soup’s On
St. Andrew’s Lutheran Church
St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church
Stages Theatre Company
Star Tribune
State Fair Foundation
SteppingStone Theatre
Strike 3 Pitching
Summit Brewing Company
Target Corporation
TCF Financial Corporation
Ten Thousand Things
The Ambassador Hotel
The Bibelot Shops
The ComedySportz Improv Theater
The Minnesota Lynx
The Park Tavern
The Prouty Project
The TEGRA Group
The Toro Company
The Wilds Golf Club
The Church of Saint William
Theatre in the Round Players, Inc.
Trusted Employees
W. A. Frost and Company
Walt Disney World Co.
WellShare International
Western Bank
Wet Paint
Word of Peace Lutheran Church
YMCA-St. Paul Midway
Zumiez Foundation

GIFTS IN-KIND — INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous (1)
Jolene R. Anderson
Cindy Bandur
Dave Beaudy
Mary and Bryan Bennett
John and Nancy Berg
Karen Bergl
Adam and Nicole Broderick
David W. Browne
Ed and Judy Cannon
Colleen Coyle
Lori Dewey
Bernice Dick
Thomas Douglas
Ron and Kris Erickson
Tempe and John Essell
Paul and Ann Fate
Mary and John Fox
Lois Fritz Stirba
Connie and Doug Geiger
Janet Greene
Cindy and Ron Greenwood
Mary and Tim Grupa
Irene Hamann
Ray Harris
Cynthia Heckler
Bill and Kristen Henak
Vivian Henningfield
Darlene Hueser
Lori and Ron Hume
Pat Hurlbutt
Theresa I. Jackson
Jack and Kay Jasper
Tom and Jenny Jasper
Mary Jenkins
Elaine Kammermeyer
Peggy Kane
Wesley Knight
Marv Kotek
GIFTS IN KIND — IND, cont.
Vicki Leddy
Cynthia and Peter Lee
Jeany Lefto
Laura Levinson
Jeffrey Loch
Michelle Manatt
Sara Martin
Sarah Martin
Kelly Mechavich and Tina Forrest
Matt Messerschmidt
Steven A. Meyer
Girard Miller
Van G. Miller
Jim Mishek
Amy Nelson
Marilyn Peller Nelson
LuAnn Olson and Mike Kraklau
Jen and Matt Oscarson
Eduardo and Susanne Padilla
Mary Jane and Bruce Pappas
Tom and Anne Peacock
Karl and Carmen Pehler
Sue and Greg Perkey
Kay Reisdorfer
Rachel Robinson and Ben Hecker
Renee Roy
Ann Ruff and John Cooper
Leo and Karen Sand
Anonymous
JoAnn Seifert
William Sharp
Mary Pat Smith R.N.
Kim and Eric Strobel
Anne Sulentic
Shirley Sullivan
Sara Jean Thoms
Pamala Vang
Shellia Wandro
Claudia Wasserman
Grant Watkins and Matt Halley
Lisa Wilcox-Erhardt and Steve Erhardt
Donald B. Williams and
  Audrey J. Williams
James Williamson

GIFTS IN HONOR
Archbishop Leo C. Byrne
Edward Flahavan and Susan O’Leary
Ann Ruff and her wonderful work
Stacey Rooney
Bill, Anne, John, Jim and Dee
Catherine and David Magnuson
Denny Haley
Eric Erickson and Peggy Poore
JoAnn Hanson
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Joe Errigo
Donna Drinan and Thomas Underwood
Mark and Melanie Rutzick
Bradley and Peggy Schafer
Mary Ruff
Ann Ruff and John Cooper
Michele Meyer
Mark Addicks
Noah and Lucas Levensohn
Rachel Banken and Craig Levinsohn
Sister Veronica Gorman
Sisters of Mercy West Midwest
  Community
Tim and Ann Schneider
Beth and Terry Schneider

GIFTS IN MEMORY
Dave Jenkins
Ann Ruff and John Cooper
Frank Buhholz
Lori Schmidt
Mary Burrell
Christopher Burrell
Reid Quamme
Julie A. Schmidt-Quamme
Vincent O’Connor
Lori Schmidt
Tremaine Finley
Bill and Lisa Finley
William Bradley
Anonymous
Marilyn Bix
Joyce and Michael DeVito
Jennifer and Douglas Hayes
Mary Kirby
Michelle Sorenti
Alison Wallenburg
More than 1,150 individuals provided their gifts of strength, knowledge, hope, and time as volunteers for CommonBond Communities during 2012. Thanks to the time given by these volunteers, the equivalent of 11 full-time employees, CommonBond is able to provide life-enhancing services and resident experiences.

Individual volunteers, corporate and faith-based organizations all play an important role in the success of CommonBond. In addition to providing the skills necessary to complete group projects, our community partners often provide the supplies needed to fund our group volunteer events.

GROUPS
3M Corporation
Bishop’s Creek
Church of St. Timothy
Cornell College
Cummins Power Generation
Dakota Electric
Datacard Group
Fish Lake Lutheran Church
Hillside Church
Lord of Life Lutheran Church
Mahoney Ulbrich Christiansen Russ P.A.
Minnesota Twins
North Ridge Fellowship
Pi Kappa Alpha - University of Minnesota
Room & Board
Summer Stretch Volunteer Program
Target Corporation
UBS
Whitefish Bay United Methodist Church
WIPFLI, LLP
Wooddale Church

INDIVIDUALS
Chaltu Abawari
Douglas Abbott
Jeffrey Abramson
Awale Abukar
Qutbi Adam
Abdi S. Adan
Judy Addy
Nuradin Ahmed
Habiil Ali
Linda K. Amaya
Samira Amba
Cary Anderson
Jolene R. Anderson
Nicole Andrews
Rick and Stacie Andritsch
Susan Arndt
Tracey Asitimbay
Robert Axtmann
Charline Babu
Bob E. Bade
Danielle Bagge
Tevonta Bamisebi
Austin Barnes
Phyllis Barnhardt
Rachel Bassell
Mike Bauer
Sarah Bauer
Meredith Bearden
Richard Beck
Grace Befort
Paul Befort
Laura Beilman-Dulin
Chelsea Belsham
Elizabeth Bennett
Mary Bennett
Danielle Berg
John Berg
Josephine Berge
LeeAnn Berkholtz
Merle Berkland
Melissa Berry
Nancy Berry
Javon Betts
Kelsie Bezdieck
Salma Bile
Shirley Bishop
David Bjork
Michael Block
Brandon Boat
Zoe Bowman
Timothy Paul Brausen
Benjamin Broenen

Konwedee D. Brooks
David W. Browne
Cynthia Bruneimer
Ashley Buntrock
Lisa Burch
Michaela Burroughs
Laurie Callahan
Chris Callan
Leena Callan
Jauston C. Campbell
Nancy L. Cardinal
Becky Carlson
Maxwell Carson
Rosemary Carter
Maxine Casura
Libby Caulum
Amalia E. Centurion
Mekonnen Chando
Sze Kwan Cheah
Aleena Choudry
Bruce Christensen
Christina Christensen
Grace Christiansen
Laurie Cicchese
Mathew Cochrane
Lisa Cohen
Sharon Corriveau
William Cosgriff, Esq.
Jaime Costello
Mary Coulter
Todd Crotty
Timothy Crumley
William R. Cummings
Jordan Curzon
Erica Cwodzinski
Dayton Daberkow
Judy Dahlberg
Jane Daniels
Zulma Davila
Jennifer Decker
Onja C. Dendinger
Bob Dennik
Amanda Deshotel
Paul G. Deziel
Ricardo Diaz
Donald Dickey
Judith Dirks
Olivia Drury
Samantha Dubbels
Gary Dudovitz
Debra Dullinger
Parker Duncomb
Sarah J. Dupre
Douglas Durcot
Anna Durham
Elisha Durham
Dale Dybvig
Michelle Dybvig-Mortensen
Vanessa East
Todd Eatmon
Candice Egan
Justin Eliers
Ann Pieper Eisenbrown
Ann Marie Eliason
Stacey Endres
Clem Engen
Ashley Engh
Mary Jean Engstrom
Geri Erickson
Shirley Evans
Pepper Falteisek
Bush Fang
Laura Farbo
Ann Fate
Paul Fate
Michelle Ferley
Steve Ferley
Taylor Fitch
Caitlin Finan
Scott W. Fischmann
Natasha Flayac
Ashten M. Fleck
Marcus Fleming
Paul Florzczak
Isaac Flynn Buggs
Thomas Foley
Shantell Foreman
Sarah Forsberg
Terry Fossler
Ma-Eyongerie Frambo
Liz Frank
Carol Fransen
Sarah Frederickson
Michelle Frees
Katie Fritz Fogel
Jim Fultz
Sarah J. Dupre
Douglas Durcot
Anna Durham
Elisha Durham
Dale Dybvig
Michelle Dybvig-Mortensen
Vanessa East
Todd Eatmon
Candice Egan
Justin Eliers
Ann Pieper Eisenbrown
Ann Marie Eliason
Stacey Endres
Clem Engen
Ashley Engh
Mary Jean Engstrom
Geri Erickson
Shirley Evans
Pepper Falteisek
Bush Fang
Laura Farbo
Ann Fate
Paul Fate
Michelle Ferley
Steve Ferley
Taylor Fitch
Caitlin Finan
Scott W. Fischmann
Natasha Flayac
Ashten M. Fleck
Marcus Fleming
Paul Florzczak
Isaac Flynn Buggs
Thomas Foley
Shantell Foreman
Sarah Forsberg
Terry Fossler
Ma-Eyongerie Frambo
Liz Frank
Carol Fransen
Sarah Frederickson
Michelle Frees
Katie Fritz Fogel
Jim Fultz

continued...
Joyce Galindo
Dorothy Galli
Daad Gariballa
Gordon Gathright
Cristina Gazca
Erin Geiser
Meisha Geronimo
Megan Gibbs
Molly Gibbs
Tyler Giles
Joane Gnirk
Marion Gomez
Shauna Goodman
Peaches Goodridge
Rachael Graham
Pamela Graika
Cindy Greenwood
Shauna S. Greischar
Jasmine Grice
Elaine Grittner
Liz Grubb
James Guarascio
Jim Gubluff
Desiree Guida
Paige Guidebeck
Tony Guzzi
Charlotte Hackett
Eugene Hagen
Mira Hager
Salman Haji
Matt Halley
Sofia Halperin-Goldstein
Randa Hamid
Miles Hamlin
Gregory Hanson
JoAnn S. Hanson
Raymond and Kathleen Hanson
Frank and Diane Hanzal
Lussia Harman
Karen Harris
Steve Harris
Terrance Hartman
Khadija Hassan
Tom Hauschild
Jacob C. Headlee
Mary F. Heinen CSJ
Claire Heitman
Courtney Helland
Abbie Hemmelgarn
Vivian Henningfield
Molli Hernandez
Andrew Heyer
Mark Hickey
Nancy Higgins
Kassandra Hinrichsen
Emily Hipps
Rachel Hoemke
Scott Holmin
Ryan Holton
Catherine Holzman
Brian Hon
Joe Houseman
Karen Hovland
Kathryn Howell
Anne Huber
Sister LaVerne Hudalla
Allyssa Hughes
Lori Hume
Ally Hunkins
Seynab Hussein
Omer G. Hussan
Heather Huynh
Aman Imani
Karen Inman
Petrina Iverson
Eric P. Jacobsen
Adam Jacobson
Derek Jacobson
Anastasia Jankord
Tom Jasper
Kayla Jeffery
Kathlyn Jensen
Heather Johansen
Adam Johnson
Alison Johnson
Anne Johnson
Ashley Johnson
Carissa N. Johnson
Dan Johnson
Drew Johnson
Emily Johnson
Joanne Johnson
Michael J. Johnson
Ryan Johnson
Judy Jorgensen
Judy Joslin
Paul J. Jungquist
Gage Kaefring
Sara Kaiser
Wally Kammeier
Lisa Kane
David Kantor
Punit Kapur
Madhu P. Katreddy
Pamela Kaufman
Kurt Keena
Sharon Keizer
Shelby Keizer
Tom Kelly
Sarah Ketter
Steven Ketter
Tony Khambounny
Eenang Khang
Diane Kielas
Andy Kishel
Kelsey N. Knollmueller
Kristin Knudson
Leisa Knych
Denya Koehler
Gretchen A. Kolstad
Patrick Köpesky
Jenn Koskela
Marv Kotek
Rita A. Kiha
Janet LaFave
Bryan Lair
Pastor Pam Lane
George Lang
Jessica Lange
Phillip Lange
Thomas P. Langlois
Kenneth Langr
Samantha LaNou
Sarah Larsen
Sian Last
Mary E. Latch
John Lattyak
Emily Lawson
Mercedes B. Lawton
Lloyd Lee
Pakou N. Lee
Jeany Lefto
Bruce Lemke
Charles R. Lentz
Bea M. Leonard
Harlan Lewis
Abdi Limat
Joan Lindeman
Ardella Line
Rachel Long
Tinicia Longs
Maria Lopez Vento
Erika Lory
Stephanie Lund
Roger Lundeen
Nhungoc Luong
Connor Lyle
Grace Lynch
Robert Lynch
Ryan Lynn
Caitlin Madden
Claude Maddox
Teresa Madland
Anne Maertz
Meghan Magee
Mildred H. Magnuson
Stephanie Maiwurm
Bahea Manasra
Michelle Manatt
Emma Mann
Rose Martin
Sarah Martin
Frank Max
Amy R. Maxon
Alicia M. McCann
Reverend Kevin McDonough
Hugh C. McElroy
Maggie McLachlan
Cydni McMillian
Jena Megel
Carol Mejia
Marly Melsh
Jillian Merrick
Ann Messerschmidt
Matt Messerschmidt
Matthew Metzdorf
Steven A. Meyer
Andrew Michaelson
Derek Mitzel
Lindsey S. Mizhiquiri
Liban Mohamed
Alexis L. Mohs
Paige Moody
Dan Morin
Kirk Mortenson
Mai Chia Moua
Panhia Moua
Seng Moua
Tong Moua
Sai Mullapudi
Angela Murphy
Marcia Murphy
Satwik Mysoor
Antara Nader
Zoe Nardone
Chris Naylor
Marieme Ndiaye
Stevana Nduame
continued
2012 VOLUNTEERS

Connie Nelson
Maren Nelson
Marilyn Peller Nelson
Matthew Nelson
Tammy Nelson
Gary Ness
Ginger Newbauer
Jenny Nguyen
Tara Niebeling
Jane Nilsen
Jill Nilsen
James Noble
Deirdre O’Donoghue
Dale O’Gorman
Joseph O’Hagan
Derek J. Ochi
Leslie Oliva
Andy Olson
Florence Olson
Karen Olson
Karen Olson
LuAnn Olson
Najla A. Omar
Shukria Omar
Dorcas I. Onyeaghala
Steve Oommen
Thomas Orbison
Mirela (Rachel) Ozer-Bearson
Eduardo Padilla
Donald Pagelkopf
Bethany Paradee
Katheryn Paral
Tamara Paulson
Michelle Pavelkis
Anne Peacock
Carmen Pehler
Karl Pehler
Tom W. Pepper
Patricia Perell
Katie Perkey
Sue Perkey
Jay Perkins
Diane Peterson
Heidi Peterson
MaryAnn Peterson
Scott Peterson
Zach Petroski
Jill Petsel
Thao N. Pham
Tracy Pharm
Lindsey Pockl
Michelle Grabanski Pohlad
Tom Pohlad
Julia Pollock
Shawn Polman
Julie Power
Casey Profahl
Kelly Radermacher
Mr. David Ramsey
Jessie Rayle
Elizabeth Reed
Kay Reis
Kay Reisdorfer
Gale Reiten
Emily Renfrew
Paul Rheingans
Carol Rice
Kayla Ricksham
Leo Ries
Phyllis A. Ries RSM
Allen Risberg
Fatiya Robe
Bailey Roberts
Lauren Robertson
Mark Rodel
Elizabeth Roemer
James Roop
Gregory Rosauer
Tiffany Rose
Stephanie Rosengren
Alexander Rosselli
Robyn Roxas
Renee Roy
Mary J. Ruff
Sue Ruff
Paul Runge
Alicia Ruppert
Sarah Ryerson
Mustaf Sahal
Nikolas A. Sak
Sara Saltman
Hussein M. Samatar
Patricia Sammons
Mary Schaffhausen
Allison Scheel
David Schept
Carol Schjedahl
Deborah Schmitt
Beth Schneider
Ray Schueller
Jada Schumacher
John Schwab
Joe Schwenker
Christy Senf
Joseph Sengeh
Nick Sentovich
Ashley Serbus
Christopher Sevig
Ardith Shannon
Charlie Shaw
Nancy Shaw
Adam Sheekh
David Sheddapp
Roger Sherman
Ashika Shrestha
Regan Sieck
Shivani Singh
Molly Sir
Cindie Smart
Jean Smidt
Thomas Smith
William Smith
Nicole Smith Jones
Beth Smits
Delores J. Smyser
Jim Solen
Anda Sommers
Angela Sonsteng
Kate Rose Spencer
Delano Spitzer
Jaclyn Sprtler
Marylee Stabenow
Rick Stafford
Margaret Staiger
Ella Stallings
Kathy Steinberger
Ben Stephens
Kari Stephens
Andreas Stewart-Finkenstaedt
Maureen Stoltzman
Carolyn Stombaugh
Jeffrey Strand
Dale Streier
Danielle Sullivan
Joe Sullivan
Hannah Sundermeyer
Margaret Tabor
Maggie Tacheny
Lydia Talen
Nathaniel Talledge
Shakeara Tardy
Anthony Tavenga
Kristina Tawse
Dick Teeters
Nardos Tesfalidet
Sheng Thao
Catriona Thomas
Danielle Thompson
Kelzee Tibbetts
Ben Tillinghast
Judy Titcomb
Chelsea R. Toltzman
Samantha Town
Stephanie Tracy
Jessica Trosvig
Anne Elise Tschida CSJ
Brian D. Tupa
Elizabeth Ulyott
Rita Urbanek
Abbie Vander
Crysta Vang
Eugene Vang
Foua Vang
Gaonou Vang
Mee Vang
Nancy Vang
Sou Vang
Stephanie Vang
Maddie Vargo
Rajan Vatassery
Lisa Vogl
Christine I. Vos
Kung M. Vue
Alissa Walsh
Stephen Walsh
Shellia Wardro
Janice M. Weber
Andy Weigman
Matt Weiseman
Anne White
Caroline B. White
Hannah Wiesner
Kara Wilfaht
Todd Wilkinson
Krista Wilson
Craig Wiltzius
Jane Windmeier
Jamie Woell
Mary Woiak
Sara Woldt
Nadhi Woliye
Marilyn Woodford
Benjamin N. Wright
Susan Xiong
Yaya Y. Xiong
Ka Y. Yang
Mayla Yang
Shelia Yang
Yingxin Ye
Ali Yousuf
Maureen Ziskovksy
Andrew Zurek
VOLUNTEER / SUPPORT / DONATE

CommonBond Communities’ growth and impact is possible because of the commitment of our partners, volunteers and supporters. Thank you for your interest and support.

We invite you to take part in our ongoing work. Please consider ways you would like to be involved in 2013.

- Sign up to be a Study Buddy to a CommonBond youth (other volunteer opportunities available)
- Request a tour of a CommonBond housing community
- Attend Birdies for Hope on September 10
- Spread the word about CommonBond
- Make a gift to the annual fund
- Consider a gift to CommonBond as a part of your estate plans
- Sign up to receive our e-newsletter

Yes! I want to support CommonBond Communities and the people it serves. Please send me information regarding:

☐ Volunteer opportunities
☐ Major event support
☐ Donations

Name ____________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________

Phone __________________________ Email ________________________________

If you would like more information about CommonBond Communities you can check out our web site at www.commonbond.org where you can also sign up to receive our newsletter.